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tive guarde properly in time at each end of the sickle stroke. A sickle which is
not centring will make a very ragged stubble and require excessive driving
power leading to breakage of the sickle head or pitman. The sickle head
guide should be inspected for wear at the same time. It abould guide the sickle
head so that the first 5 or 6 sickle sections will lie flat on the ledger plates.

The sheet iron on the bottom of the table may be dinted or damaged from
running over stones or other obstructions and should be hammered out rea-
sonably smooth so that it will not cause wear on the canvas slats or retard the
flow of grain in an auger type conveyer.

. The auger will require little attention except to see that the stripper bar
is set close enough to the auger to keep the straw from winding around the
auger.

Canvas repairs should be made according to the needs of the canvas oninspection. A canvas cement is now available at hardware stores which can be
spread between two layers of canvas and then pressed with a hot iron, making
a bond or patch which will last for the life of the canvas. Badly worn buckles
and adjustmig straps should be replaced before they have any chance to break
while runnmg.

The reel should be inspected for loose bolts and the truss rods (if truss
rods are used), tightened to hold the reel pipe rigid. The long span of reelpipe on a 20-foot combine can be improved and strengthened by cutting all thereel slats at the centre of the cutting platform and placing an extra reel sup-port and bearmug in the middle of the reel. One extra reel spider and its reel
arms may be necessary to make this change on some machines.

Wherever the lagging has become worn on the canvas rollers, it should bereplaced with new laggig. All canvas slides should also b. inspected to ensurethat the metal s not worn thin -and apt to break off, allowing a section of ironto go into the cylinder of the combine.
Feed Iouse and CyRnder--The feeder raddle is subject to stretching and

wear of the cabin, and wear or cracking of the slats. The chain may beshortened when stretched, so that it is elimbing the sproekets by placing eachsteel section of the link in a hea vise and striking it a blow on the end with
a hammer, then replacing it in te feeder house. If, however, the. malleablesection of the link is worn or stretched, the chain must be replaced. Wherecommon steel-link chain is used in the feed raddle, it may be shortened, if not
badly worn, by placing each link in a vise and closing the hooks with a blow
from a heavy hammer. A few hooks will break off, but if care is used most of
the links can be shortened to their original length. Worn or cracked slatsshould be replaced with new slats.

Grain shields and deflegtors in the feeder house should be inspected to
make sure that they are securely fastened and cannot break loose and fall downinto the cylinder. Where a wooden cover is used on the feeder house, it shouldbe kept painted and in good condition so that it will not break through if theoperator stands on it while the machine is running. The feeder beater and its
bearmngs should also be inspected tò ensure that it will run free without vibrat-
mng or tending to wobble.

Thke Tooth-type Cyk'nder and Concaves.-When doing any major work on
the cylinder, it is advisable to take the concaves out of the hangars, so that both
the cylinder and concaves may be worked on easily. Removing the nut and look
washer and hammering on the side of a broken, bent or worn tooth will loosen it,so that it may be lifted out easily. When replacing worn or broken teeth in the

cyinder, a new tooth should be placed directly opposite the tooth replaced, teke the cylinder in balance. ,The tooth which was replaced for balancing
shol be kept to replace other teeth-i the cylinder and not spoil the cylinder
balance. Cylinder bArmng trouble may often be traced to the vibration'set u
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condition of the pans. The wooden bearings or supporting blocks should be
checked to make sure that they are fastened securely to the pans and that
the bearing holes do not have too much play on their support arms or pivot
bearing pins. If worn, they should be replaced, as shimming the block bear-
ings is only a temporary repair. When installing new bearing blocks, make
sure that the nuts are well locked on the bolts, so that they will not loosen frm
the vibration of the pans.

Rear Shoe, Recleaner Shoes and Sieves.-The cleaning shoes will usually
require little attention, except to make sure that the sheet metal is not develop-
ing cracks and that the shoe runs true with the frame of the combine. Wherever
cracks have developed in the shoes, a patch of sheet iron may be placed over
the crack and riveted to the shoe with tinner's rivets, or the crack may be welded
with welding torch. The shoe bearing blocks and support blocks should be
treated in the same way as the blocks on the grain pan. Weak shoes may be
strengthened by riveting reinforcing plates of sheet iron on the sides of the
shoes and welding or riveting a strip of light angle iron on the bottom of the
shoe.

Sieves should be inspected for loose corners in the frames and warped side
pieces. Reinforeing strips may be fastened under the sieves to keep them from
sagging. A sagging sieve will not handle as much grain as one which is i a flat
condition, and, since the capacity of the sieves and rear shoe to handle the grain
is often the limiting factor in the capacity of the combine, the sieve uhould be
keptin condition to handle the maximum amount of material without grain
loss. The adjustable sieves should be inspected to make sure tbat the lips
are not bent and that all the louvres or lips are opening the same amount.

Elevators and Angers.-Elevator chains and cups or drag blocks are the
greatest source of touble in the elevators. Chains which are only slightly
stretched or beginning to show signe of wear may be shortened by placing each
link of the chain in a vise and closing the hooks with a hammer. This job
can best be done by removing the whole chain with its cups from the elevator
and closing each hook without taking the chain apart, leaving only the last
hook open for rehooking the tbain when it is relaced in the elevator. One or
two extra links may be necessary to bring.the chain up to its original length.
Chains which are badly qtretched ,o that they are climbing the sprockets or are
weakened by wear, should be replaced. All bent cups should be straightened,
and the rivets which fasten the cups or drag blocks to the links of the cham
checked for tightness, while the chain assembly is out of the elevator. Before
reflacing the chain asembly in the elevator. the dividing board in the centre
of the elevator should be checked, and if worn so that the supportgi bolts n it
are beginning to show, it should b e relced witb a new board. A hardwood
dividing board will Iast much longer thin a soft piece of spruce board, but is
harder to fit into the elevator, due to the difficulty in drilling the holes true
in the hardwood. Marking the board in line with the desired position for the
hales with a carpenter's qquare, and drilling the hles half way t-hrough the
board from each side, will assist in getting the holes true. The guide plates
which are used in some elevators te guide the cups from the sprocket to the
dividing board, may be bent or worn and should either he replaced or straight-
ened.

Te elevator casing will qeldom require .ny attention other than seeing
that it is well nailed and holted to the dividing board which also acts as a
tie between two halves of the elevator ensing. Making sure that the elevator
is secgrely fastened in its prolper position completes the elevator check-up,
with the exception of the bearings, which will require replacmng when worn.

The proýper chain tension for uprighit cup elevators is such that the chain
h.as jut -nuh slclnfo aon the cunnat bn h a aned againet the aide of the
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on the edge of the bearing will lubricate the bearing better than gun grease.
Gun grease alone is a poor lubricant for a wooden bearing, as it will squeeze
out to the edge and forin a trap for dust and dirt which will eventuallly work
inte the bearing.

Operating Hints and Adjustments.-The most important adjustment on
any combine is the setting of the cylinder speed. With the exception of one
or two combines, all machines in the field will have the secondary drives
taken from the cylinders, and, if the cylinder is operating at its correct speed,all other parts of the combine will be operating at the speed for which they
were designed.

Too low cylinder speed will result in: poor cleaning of grain; loss of
grain over straw deck and shoe; failure to thresh grain from the
heads; or overloading of the entire threshing machine.

Too high cylinder speed will result in: cracking or hulling of the grain;
loss of grain over straw deck and shoe through bouncing; exces-
sive wear and vibration on all working parts.

If changes in speed or any other adjustment is made, the machine should be
stopped before making the adjustment. A few precautions must be taken
and care exercised at all times, to avoid accidents. Safety-first must come
before everything else in farm machinery operation.

For average threshing conditions, the sieves should be set on the level.
The level of the sieves may be checked by using an ordinary carpenter's spirit
level. The fan doors should be opened fairly wide, about three-quarters open,
for average threshng, and then closed or opened as required to suit varying
conditions of eleaning. Aluays keep in mind the fact that more grain is
usually lost over the sieve by using too little rather than too much wind blast.
When the fan blast is not strong enough with the fan doors wide open, it will
be necessary to increase the fan speed by changing the drive ratio. This may
be accomplished by changing to a smaller sprocket on the fan with a chain
drive or by placing shims between the pulley sheaves on the V-belt driven
fan. The blast of air should be directed fairly well toward the front of the
sieve by adjusting the wind board behind the fan. The blast should be
directed nearer to the front of the sieve, as the mass of chaff and grain on the
sieves becomes thicker or heavier.

Always run the concaves as low as possible, and still be able to thresh
the grain out of the heads. When the grain is tough or the chaff is tight, it
wîl be necessary to raise the concaves all the way up with the front concave
adjustment. In real tough threshing conditions, it may be necessary to put
in extra rows of concave teeth in the tooth type cylinder or raise the rear
adjustment of the concaves in the bar type cylinder. Some bar type cylinder
machines adjust the height of the cylinder with respect to the concaves, rather
than adjusting the concaves.

Machines which are hitched with the front of the combine supported on
the tractor rather than using a front wheel or truck, will depend on the height
of the hitch for the levelling of the machine. The hitch should be adjusted
for heiglit so that the deck and sieves in the rear shoe will be running level
when operating in the field.
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